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FOUNDER'S STATEMENT
An exceptional year because of
Covid-19, where in Spring 2020 there
were many concerns for the future,
whereas the year went on all the
program and projects at Love Light
Romania were disrupted and could
have been in much disarray.
Restrictions, lock-down, schools
closed and life that we knew would
never be the same again. But as it
turned out on reflection, Love Light
Romania was totally prepared and
able to cope, even when some staff
and residents at the Sanctuary tested
positive for Covid. The ethos of our
association, it's individuals, its
attitudes stood the work of Love
Light Romania on good ground and
able to cope and to continue to move
forward.

There it was a pandemic that showed
us the strength of Love Light
Romania, a strength that we can
continue with our projects and with
much expansion for tomorrow and
long term.

JO JOWETT

Co founder & Director

DIRECTOR'S STATEMENT
This was a year where we went back
to our core projects. This was a year
when we saw the resilience of our
beneficiaries and our team. This was
the year that made us feel more like
a family than ever before. At the
Sanctuary we had three residents
who felt that they were at a stage in
their lives where they could leave
and have the independent life that
they had always dreamed of. Our
agricultural projects produced more
produce than ever before. And our
learning center was perfectly set up
to provide online schooling and
support for those who couldn’t do it
at home.

2020 had its ups and downs, but at
the end of the year, our projects,
beneficiaries and team have come
out stronger. 2021 will be a year that
we will build off of stronger than
ever foundations and I believe that
we will achieve some really amazing
things.

ROBERT ROWE

Director

The Sanctuary

The Sanctuary has two main objectives. The first one is to offer people in need a place to stay and recover their lives. To get

them back on track and, mentally and physically. These people are usually institutionalized young adults or people

suffering from HIV. The second is to offer a permanent home to people who cannot live by themselves. We help them have

as much a normal/independent life as possible. And at the same time giving everybody who lives or visits the Sanctuary,

the feeling that they are part of a family.

This year we had three of our beneficiaries leave the Sanctuary and start their own independent lives. The first to leave had

no family to look after them and they needed help to regain their health and confidence in life. After being with us for two

years, they finally found the courage and strength to move on in life. The second person to leave had lived with us for many

years. They came to us form a state-run orphanage. They had turned 18 and couldn’t stay there anymore. Now after

accessing our programs, learning life and social inclusion skills they left to start their new, independent life.

The third person who left our care home this year had lived with us for 3 years. They arrived at our care home incapacitated

and recently had been in a coma. Over the next 3 years they recovered their health and mobility. And when they left us, they

could walk without the use of a walking frame.

In 2020 we were able to renovate all of the rooms in the

Sanctuary. Every single room got a new paint job, some

rooms got some new flooring, we made a new staff

changing room, we painted the outside of the Sanctuary,

the dinning room had new chairs, the living room had 2 new

sofa beds and the biggest renovation was our multi

purpose room. We renovated the flooring, we got new

chairs and tables and we got some new equipment so that

we can start to make candles and sell them. Because of
Thanks to the multipurpose room renovation that we
this renovation we can now offer higher standards of
have done, we now have the ability to make natural
services and also increase them.
bees wax candles. So we use old bottles and jars, the

idea is that we want to recycle old things. Also we

want to use bees wax because it is not toxic, it is made

naturally and it has health benefits when burning. This

little venture fits in very well with what Love Light

Romania believes in, health and recycling. When the

program is up and running we are hoping that the

money raised will help out with our projects.

During 2020 we were very lucky with our location as we had

the chance to go for walks down to the lake and into the

hills surrounding our village. This meant that we could stay

away from crowds. We did have some trips up to the

mountains, Medias and Sighisoara. We also renovated an old

room into an indoor sports room.

Jacodu Children's project

As with our other projects, everything started out so well and normal. Our daily school transportation was taking place and our education

center was running as normal, these are 2 of the main parts of our educational support program. Providing the children with the means to get

to school, especially when they have to travel 6km and 20km and in the harsh Romanian winters, is a very key part of the project. This was

brought to our attention at the start, that one of the main reasons the children were not being sent to school was because of the distance

and lack of transport. Our Learning center provides the children with after school programs that give them the help that they wouldn’t/can’t

get at home from their parents. We also help them to better understand what they have been taught that day in school, because most of the

children’s parents are uneducated themselves, we found that this also was a setback for the children, so at our afterschool program we

provide them with this support. We have a close relationship with the local schools and they tell us if there is anything special that we can

help the children with.During the start of the pandemic, we didn’t run any of our education programs, but during June and July we started

working again with the children, by letting them use computers in our center for online schooling. We had to rearrange the programs into

family related groups, rather than what we had run before. This meant that the children wouldn’t mix with children form other families and

that it was safer. Then in September we started our education programs again, we carried on offering our computers and internet access so

that they could do online schooling and we also helped them with homework and to understand their lessons better.

Success Story.

Dorel has had support since he was born premature, at 7 months,

his mum had no choice but to leave him at the hospital, where he

stayed until he was three months old. For her to be able to keep

him at home we had provide support i.e., formulae, nappies,

clothes. His development was slow and at three years old he was

not able to form words even simple ones. We had a volunteer work

with him for a year spending one to one time with him at the

learning center, helping him to socialize and to have experience in

normal playtime, hygiene etc. A year after that until he was four,

we supported him to see a speech therapist and psychologist. Then

he began to speak and communicate normally and was able to

begin nursery school. He has done very well in education and at our

learning center and he is now 9 years old and continues to receive

support from Love Light Romania.

Agriculture project

Over the years our agricultural program has grown in size and importance for all our projects. Everything that we

grow, we use inhouse and especially at our care home. We grow things such as potatoes, cabbages, tomatoes,

cucumbers, onions, aubergines, peppers, herbs, peas, spinach, lettuce, garlic, beans. What we don’t or can’t use

fresh, we freeze or preserve for the winter months. What we grow makes up a large portion of the vegetables that we

eat at our care home. We have a larger agricultural project in Jacodu and a smaller one at the Sanctuary, and at both

projects, our beneficiaries are hugely involved. This helps them to learn new and important skills and it also builds

up their confidence, as they can see what they grow and be proud of it. Also, in Jacodu this is an opportunity for

some of the young adults to have employment. 2020 was a very successful year for our agricultural projects and at

the end of the year we purchased another 2 poly tunnels so that we can expand our project and increase our yield in

2021.

We grew the following:
Tomatoes: 37kg
Potatoes: 407kg
Aubergines: 9kg
Onions: 289kg
Cucumbers: 14kg
Peppers: 6kg
Cabbage: 18kg
Spinach: 32kg

What will happen in 2021

So 2021 will be a year of restarting some of our programs that we had to cut back
because of the pandemic, such as our summer activity programs, our hospital
transport program, daily visit for our beneficiaries that live outside of our center. We
are planning to start a housing project for institutionalized young adults who have
left state institutions and don’t have anywhere to live and that don’t know how to
live an independent life. We also have a mentor program that we want to start in
2021. This will be for teenagers living in state run institutions. Our agricultural
projects will grow larger this year and we can make ourselves even more selfsufficient, also at the same time teaching our beneficiaries important skills. Love
Light Romania is always improving and evolving and 2021 won’t be any different.

FINANCIAL STATEMENT
Income

(RON)

Government __________
Beneficaries __________
Corporate _____________
Indervidual ___________

27220.66
126000.00
57490.81
250453.73

Total

461165.20

Expenditure

(RON)

Sanctuary ___________________________
Jacodu Education ___________________
Agriculture/ Employment project __
Renovations ________________________

280043.28
80012.37
53341.58
31115.92

Total

444513.14

Thank you!
None of our projects would
happen if it wasn't for all the
kindness that we get from our
donors, partners, staff and
volunteers. We are so grateful to
everybody who has helped Love
Light Romania achieve it's
mission and goals over the past
21 years. 2020 has been one of
our hardest years. But, with the
help of amazing and devoted
people we have been able to
carry on helping our service
users.
Thank you to everybody who has
been involved and let's make
2021 even an amazing year.

Where to find us.
The Sanctuary address:
33 Str.Morii, Ighisu-nou
Sibiu, Romania. 551001

Tel: 0040269258045 / 0040762613593
Email: rob@lovelightromania.com
Website: www.lovelightromania.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/LoveLightRomania

Jacodu Education Project address:
62 Str. Principal, sat Jacodu,
Com. Vetca, Mures, Romania.

Email: jo@lovelightromania.com

